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The intermittency in turbulent magnetic field fluctuations has been observed to scale with the amount of
magnetic helicity injected into a laboratory plasma. An unstable spheromak injected into the MHD wind
tunnel of the Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment displays turbulent magnetic and plasma fluctuations as it
relaxes into a Taylor state. The level of intermittency of this turbulence is determined by finding the flatness
_
of the probability distribution function of increments for magnetic pickup coil fluctuations BðtÞ.
The
intermittency increases with the injected helicity, but spectral indices are unaffected by this variation. While
evidence is provided which supports the hypothesis that current sheets and reconnection sites are related to
the generation of this intermittent signal, the true nature of the observed intermittency remains unknown.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.165001

PACS numbers: 52.35.Ra, 52.35.Vd, 52.55.Ip, 52.72.+v

Varying levels of intermittency [1] in magnetic fluctuations
have been observed in many different turbulent plasmas in
both space and laboratory settings. Differences in magnetic
intermittent character have been seen between fast and slow
solar wind turbulence [2], at varying spatial scales in the solar
wind [3], at various points in the solar cycle [4], and between
different confinement regimes in reverse field pinches [5,6].
Simulation generated intermittency in MHD turbulence
[7–10] compared with in situ measurements in the solar
wind has suggested a link between non-Gaussian distributions of fluctuations and the presence of current sheets or
reconnection layers [11,12]. This intermittency, or “fat tails”
of a probability distribution function, indicates large excursions from a mean, which suggests the presence of coherent
structures rather than purely Gaussian fluctuations [7].
Magnetic helicity K B has also been an integral element of
turbulence study in both observation [13] and simulation
[14,15]. Since the magnetic helicity of a plasma is reflective
of the twistedness or knottedness of the magnetic fields, a
scan of magnetic helicity can be used to vary the magnetic
field structure and potentially modify the character of current
sheets in the plasma. A novel experiment developed on
the MHD wind-tunnel configuration of the Swarthmore
Spheromak Experiment (SSX) [16,17] explores this possible
relationship between the observed intermittency in magnetic
fluctuations and the magnetic helicity of the plasma. Given
the nature of the plasma source on the SSX, a magnetic
helicity injection can be very finely controlled, and thus
resulting changes in turbulent characteristics—including
both spectra and intermittency—can be carefully examined.
This Letter presents the results of an experimental scan
which establishes a connection between a controllable
experimental quantity—magnetic helicity—and a turbulent
characteristic—intermittency. As the amount of injected
magnetic helicity is increased, the measured flatness or
kurtosis of the probability distribution function of
0031-9007=14=112(16)=165001(5)

_
fluctuations in a magnetic pickup coil dB=dt ¼ BðtÞ
is
also shown to increase, ranging from near Gaussian
(F ∼ 5) to values of F > 30. In contrast, the power-law
behavior of the frequency spectra of these fluctuations is
shown to be unaffected by this variation in helicity, as
shown by the power-law fit spectral indices. The scan
is conducted on the wind-tunnel configuration of the
Swarthmore Spheromak Experiment, which consists of
an 86 cm long by 15.5 cm wide cylindrical copper flux
conserver into which a plasma gun injects dense, highly
magnetized (∼1 × 1015 cm−3 , ∼5 kG) spheromak-shaped
plasma that self-organizes by tilting and twisting into a
Taylor state [16,18,19]. As the plasma evolves toward a
fully relaxed Taylor state during the injection phase, the
resulting turbulent magnetic field and plasma fluctuations of
this transition process are measured. There is no guide or
vacuum field in the chamber, so the magnetic field embedded
in the plasma is completely dynamical.
The injection of magnetic helicity into the plasma is a
natural consequence of the formation procedure for a
plasma gun. Magnetic helicity
Z
K B ¼ A · BdV;
(1)
where A is the magnetic potential and V is the volume, is a
measure of the amount of twistedness of the magnetic field
lines and can be expressed in terms of square magnetic flux
units (i.e., units of Wb2 ). This quantity can be recast in an
experimentally relevant quantity
Z
ðgunÞ
K B ¼ ΦV gun dt;
(2)
where Φ is the magnetic flux penetrating the plasma gun
core and V gun is the voltage drop across the gun gap. An
equivalence between these formulations of helicity has
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been shown in previous spheromak research [20]; since the
change in helicity is the focus of this Letter, it is assumed
that the value of injected helicity from Eq. (2) is sufficient
to characterize each helicity state. It is this form of the
helicity that is calculated and reported in this Letter.
The injected helicity is primarily modified by the amount
of magnetic flux penetrating the gun core, which can be
externally set between 0.0 and 1.5 m Wb. The gun voltage
is established by a combination of the gun circuit and
breakdown physics and decreases slightly as a function of
changing flux, although the product of flux and voltage
increases overall. The total injected helicity is computed by
integrating this product from 5 to 30 μs, a time frame which
incorporates the helicity injection during the initial spheromak formation and thus represents the helicity of the
plasma under analysis, assuming conservation of helicity.
While some shots may feature multiple detachments or
include field lines which do not detach from the gun—both
of which can modify the equivalence of Eqs. (1) and (2)—
the reported helicity values are assumed to be representative
of the plasma helicity on average and within a statistical
standard deviation.
Figure 1(c) shows the injected helicity ensemble averaged over 40 shots. The helicity scales nearly linearly with
the varied magnetic flux from 0 to 7 × 10−5 Wb2 . Error
bars indicate the standard deviation in values over time and
shot number, with most scatter due to fluctuations in the
voltage measurement. Comparatively, Fig. 1(a) shows how
the average bulk plasma features vary throughout the scan
for the primary analysis period of 40–60 μs: the average
magnetic field at the center of the chamber grows initially
with flux but saturates around 5 kG. The average density
drops initially before saturating at about 1 × 1015 cm−3 .
Figure 1(b) shows the energy content of the magnetic fields
in relation to the amount supplied by the gun circuit.
The gun energy reported is found by integrating the power
P ¼ I gun V gun over the same time frame as the helicity
computation. The magnetic energy is calculated by finding
the energy density B2 =2μ0 at 16 radial points spanning the
chamber and integrating over the volume at each location.
Figure 1 demonstrates that modifying the gun flux has little
effect on the total energy content or the bulk plasma
properties once a threshold helicity has been surpassed.
Note that since the magnetic energy values are determined
during the process of relaxation, there is no expectation of a
relationship between this energy and the helicity, as would
be expected in a fully relaxed Taylor state.
Two turbulence analysis techniques, frequency-domain
power spectra and the probability distribution function
(PDF) of increments [8], are constructed using the magnetic
_ data. Since the probe is
pickup coil time series (i.e., B)
_
fabricated using a single 3 mm wide loop, the BðtÞ
signal
has the best temporal resolution and bit depth (65 MHz
sampling and 14 bit dynamic range) and is used directly in
the analysis rather than converting the time series to BðtÞ by
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(a)

(b)
(c)

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Magnetic field magnitude (blue line,
circles, and error bars) and HeNe interferometer measured lineintegrated density (red line, triangles, and error bars) averaged
over the analysis period of 40–60 μs. (b) Total injected gun
energy for a time span of 5 to 30 μs and volume-integrated
magnetic field energy in the time span of 40 to 60 μs. (c) Amount
of helicity injected in the time span of 5 to 30 μs. Error bars for all
three plots indicate the standard deviation in values of magnetic
field and potential (and propagated into energy and helicity) over
the time range and shot number.

_
integration. For spectra analysis, the transformed BðfÞ
data
can be scaled into BðfÞ in frequency space by dividing the
power in each frequency bin by f 2. The PDF and flatness
_
analysis, on the other hand, directly use BðtÞ.
The results
reflect a time span of 40 to 60 μs after initial breakdown
when the plasma is in a quasistationary state between
formation and decay. Furthermore, an ensemble average of
40 shots is recorded for each helicity state.
The wavelet power spectrum of magnetic field fluctuations for each helicity case is presented in Fig. 2. The
curves shown are constructed by taking a sixth-order
Morlet wavelet transform [21] of each component time
series (B_ r , B_ θ , and B_ z ), squaring to get power and dividing
the power in each frequency bin by f 2. The resulting
component power spectra are then summed to yield total
magnetic fluctuation spectra. The absolute scale in Fig. 2(a)
has been artificially staggered to clearly illustrate the shape
of each curve. Each spectrum exhibits a break point at
approximately 1 MHz, which is hypothesized to be due to
dissipation effects near the ion inertial scale δi ¼ c=ωpi
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TABLE I. Typical measured and computed parameters (for
ðgunÞ
K B > 10 μWb2 ).

(a)

(b)

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Total magnetic field fluctuation
spectra (sum of Br , Bθ , and Bz ), for each of the eight helicity
states. The spectra are staggered in order to highlight the shape of
each spectrum. Lines above each curve reflect the slope of the
power-law fit and the range of the fit. Dotted (dashed) lines are for
the fits of the low (high) frequency range. (b) Spectral indices
with errors of the fits for each curve for either low or high
frequencies.

(see Table I). Using a maximum likelihood estimation
method [22,23], two power-law fits are computed for linear
regions (in log-log scaling) just above and below the break
point. The spectral index and error for each fit are indicated
in Fig. 2(b). Although the helicity is increasing linearly, the
power-law fit for each spectrum does not change significantly, hovering around a slope of 3 for low frequency fits
and around 5 for high frequency fits. This trend indicates
that the change in helicity does not appear to have an effect
on the frequency spectra in these regions.
The calculation of spectra can be viewed as a secondorder moment of the PDF of increments; since the analysis
of spectra shows little change for different values of
helicity, it is natural to search for potential changes at
higher-order moments. We now show that the nature of the
_ fluctuations does appear to change
intermittency in the BðtÞ
with the helicity state. The PDF of increments is constructed by taking differences of values in a time signal—in
this case, B_ r —separated by a time scale Δt, with the
increment defined as
ΔB_ r ≡ B_ r ðt þ ΔtÞ − B_ r ðtÞ:

(3)

Figure 3 demonstrates how intermittency is determined
through the measure of flatness. Figure 3(a) shows the PDF
of increments of a time series at 3 × 10−5 Wb2 of injected

Measured

Computed

hjBji ∼ 5.2 kG
hni ∼ 1.4 × 1015 ðcm−3 Þ
hT i i ∼ 23 eV
vbulk ∼ 20 ðkm=sÞ

fci ¼ 8 MHz, V a ¼ 300 km=s
c=ωpi ¼ δi ¼ 0.61 cm, ρi ¼ 0.09 cm
λimfp ¼ 0.16 cm
δi =vbulk ¼ 3 Mhz

helicity for two different time scales: 0.15 and 15 μs.
The PDF with a small time scale shows a highly pointed
distribution with broad, fat tails, indicating large excursions
from the mean value—or intermittency. This non-Gaussian
behavior is highlighted when the PDFs are compared to a
Gaussian curve. Dashed lines in Fig. 3(a) indicate the bestfit Gaussian to each distribution. The PDF with a large
time scale increment clearly shows a much more Gaussian
distribution compared to its best fit. Similarly shaped
distributions for, respectively, long and short time scales
are observed in the solar wind [2]. The level of intermittency for each scale can be quantified by computing the
normalized fourth-order moment of the PDF—also called
flatness or kurtosis. The flatness for each PDF as a function
of time scale and for each helicity state is shown in Fig. 3(b).
Clearly, each state shows increasing flatness, and thus
intermittency, with decreasing time scale. The flatness
of a purely Gaussian distribution is indicated at F ¼ 3.
Moreover, it is observed that the overall flatness of each
curve increases as a function of helicity. In other words,
the intermittency of the plasma increases with injected
helicity—this is the main result of this Letter.
This change with helicity is summarized in Fig. 4(a),
where the calculated flatness of B_ r , as shown in the curves
of Fig. 3(b), as well as those for B_ θ and B_ z , have been
averaged between the scales indicated by the dashed gray
lines: between 0.1 and 3.0 μs, which approximately corresponds to a frequency range of 333 kHz to 10 MHz. This
region is where the frequency spectra are generally linear in
the logarithmic scaling of Fig. 2(a). The average flatness
increases with helicity, although there is a brief trend
reversal at about 1.5 × 10−5 Wb2 before the curve begins
to increase again.
While the physical origin of this observed intermittency
and its trend with helicity are not completely understood in
the context of this experiment, investigation of intermittency in space plasma yields some possible explanations.
Simulations of MHD plasmas modeled after solar wind
plasma with time series extracted in ways to match those of
in situ satellite observation [7,8] have indicated a correlation between intermittency and the passing of current sheets
or reconnection sites. Past experiments on the SSX have
focused on observation of reconnection layers [24,26];
thus, the experiment has a number of diagnostics designed
to measure signatures of reconnection, including a set of
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(a)
(b)

(b)

(c)
(d)

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) PDFs for long and short Δt from data
ðgunÞ
for K B ¼ 3 × 10−5 Wb2 indicating the change in intermittency
with time scale. Dashed lines indicate the best-fit Gaussian curves
for each PDF. (b) Flatness values for each time scale and each
helicity state for the radial B_ component.

soft x-ray photodiodes [25] to measure x rays generated by
fast electrons and an ion Doppler spectrometer system that
measures bursts of ion temperature T i and ion flow [26].
Figures 4(b)–4(d) show the output of these diagnostics for
the same helicity scan and limited to the same time range as
the turbulence data presented above. Soft x-ray measurement shows an initial increase in x-ray light going from 0 to
small amounts of helicity but then a consistent decrease in
measured light. Figure 4(c) shows the flatness of PDFs
constructed from T i ðtÞ as a function of helicity. Like
_ the T i intermittency also increases
the flatness curve of B,
with helicity. Meanwhile, the average, or background, T i
does not vary much, peaking slightly between 1 and
2 × 10−5 Wb2 but generally maintaining a value of between
20 and 25 eV.
Taken together, these trends can be viewed as evidence
for a connection between intermittency and reconnection.
The hypothesis is that increasing the injected helicity
increases the number of reconnection sites during Taylor
relaxation (more T i bursts) but decreases their size (less
x-ray light from electron acceleration). Given past observations of some of these effects in more controlled
reconnection experiments on the SSX [26], it is reasonable
to think similar mechanisms are at play here as well.
Alternate explanations, however, can involve helicity-related

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) Flatness of magnetic component
increments averaged over time scales from 0.1 to 3.0 μs versus
helicity. Error bars reflect the standard deviation of the computed
average and primarily indicate that the spread in flatness
values from large to small time differences tends to grow with
helicity. (b) Integrated soft x-ray (SXR) signal versus helicity.
(c) Flatness of the T i time series versus helicity. (d) Average T i
versus helicity.

modification of fluctuations at the ion scale as a mechanism
for the observed heating [27,28]. Unfortunately, these
hypotheses cannot be fully tested without higher spatial
resolution (current spectroscopy diagnostics are line integrated) and better temporal resolution in the ion measurements. In addition to improving diagnostics, comparisons
to simulation may help, as is done in solar wind research.
This Letter presents the observation of a clear change in
the intermittent character of B_ fluctuations as a function of
injected helicity while simultaneously showing little to no
change in the turbulent frequency-domain power spectra.
Although the spectra presented here are not direct evidence
of the turbulent energy cascade process, the results suggest
that the cascade process is not modified by the level of
helicity in the plasma. The discrepancy between spectra
and PDF results is also an indication of the need to study
higher-order moments in turbulence analysis (i.e., fourthorder flatness versus second-order spectra) in order to fully
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flesh out modifications in turbulence [29]. The experiment
demonstrates a straightforward method for modifying the
intermittency in a plasma for detailed study and highlights
an advantage of turbulence research in an experimental
setting as a complement to in situ space measurements and
simulation. A possible connection to a physical mechanism
was established through soft x-ray and ion Doppler
spectrometer measurements, which suggested the intermittency is related to the spatial size of reconnection sites
in the plasma. However, given the limitations of the
current diagnostics, definitive conclusions cannot be made
but do provide an impetus for further comparison to
simulation in this experimental configuration [17] as well
as more exploration as to the effects of helicity on the
turbulence [14].
Finally, since helicity observations have been made in
many of the same turbulent plasmas that exhibit intermittency [30–32], a link between helicity and turbulent
intermittency may be a useful metric for understanding
turbulence in both space and experiment, including possible comparisons to the variation of intermittency as a
function of solar distance [33] as well as differences
between confinement regimes in fusion devices.
The authors gratefully acknowledge many useful discussions with and comments from W. H. Matthaeus and
V. S. Lukin. This work is supported by DOE OFES and
NSF CMSO.
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